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Open Performance Trading

Make our performance yours
with a unique approach to
flexible buying

GAS WINTER ‘18
Open Performance Fund

CLOSED SEASON: RESULTS

SIMPLY PERFORMANCE

GAS PERFORMANCE
FOR YOUR PORTFOLIO

The Open Performance Fund has consistently achieved market average or below
since its inception. In Winter ‘18, the flagship fund of our Open Performance Desk has
outperformed again, closing the Season 1.25% below market average and generating
an absolute return over the 12-month window of nearly 13%.

Open Energy Market’s commitment to simple and
innovative energy buying led to the creation of our
industry-changing Performance product. It has all
the benefits of traditional flexible procurement,
where our specialist traders access wholesale
commodity markets, but eliminates the complexity.
We run the Open Performance Fund for gas and
power contracts in 12-month seasons. Whether
energy buyers join the fund or run their portfolios
in parallel, they know that the same rationale,
trade timing and savings will apply to them.
At the heart of that is real performance. Through
successive seasons, our Performance Fund has
delivered profit with closing prices cheaper than
the market average. That’s a saving that our unique
model allows us to pass on to our customers.
Integral to our continual outperformance is
budget protection. Straightforward and holistic
risk-management allows our traders to focus their
buying strategy on what really matters: giving
our members more budget certainty, removing
upfront financial risk, and making their portfolio
perform.

CLOSED: 12 month trading window
Open Performance Fund members access rolling data
on the Fund through their personalised Open account.
Bespoke and Fund performance across open and closed
seasons is available 24/7.
Regular in-platform market analysis keeps members
up-to-date with the latest drivers, summarised alongside
close season results in in biannual Fund reports.

Of course, the proof comes in our trading results.
They are not only published. We’re the only UK
energy consultancy to have results independently
tracked by a top-20 City accountancy firm. And
thanks to the automated technology of the Open
platform that supports Performance traders, our
members have full visibility and reporting power
to see that for themselves.

FIND OUT MORE

AUTOMATION BACKED BY EXPERTISE NEW FLEXIBILITY
info.openener.gy/open-performance-fund • 0203 772 7720 • sales@openenergymarket.com
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Open Performance Trading

Make our performance yours
with a unique approach to
flexible buying

POWER WINTER ‘18
Open Performance Fund

CLOSED SEASON: RESULTS

SIMPLY PERFORMANCE

POWER PERFORMANCE
FOR YOUR PORTFOLIO

The Open Performance Fund has consistently achieved market average or below since its
inception. For the Winter ‘18 season, it closed or power at £56.22 / mWh, 0.26% above the
closing market average price after a challenging 12-month trading window that saw concerted
price rises. Our members benefitted from continued impressive trading performance but for this
season, a Performance fee was not applied.

Open Energy Market’s commitment to simple and
innovative energy buying led to the creation of our
industry-changing Performance product. It has all
the benefits of traditional flexible procurement,
where our specialist traders access wholesale
commodity markets, but eliminates the complexity.
We run the Open Performance Fund for gas and
power contracts in 12-month seasons. Whether
energy buyers join the fund or run their portfolios
in parallel, they know that the same rationale,
trade timing and savings will apply to them.
At the heart of that is real performance. Through
successive seasons, our Performance Fund has
delivered profit with closing prices cheaper than
the market average. That’s a saving that our unique
model allows us to pass on to our customers.
Integral to our continual outperformance is
budget protection. Straightforward and holistic
risk-management allows our traders to focus their
buying strategy on what really matters: giving
our members more budget certainty, removing
upfront financial risk, and making their portfolio
perform.

CLOSED: 12 month trading window
Open Performance Fund members access rolling data
on the Fund through their personalised Open account.
Bespoke and Fund performance across open and closed
seasons is available 24/7.
Regular in-platform market analysis keeps members
up-to-date with the latest drivers, summarised alongside
close season results in in biannual Fund reports.

Of course, the proof comes in our trading results.
They are not only published. We’re the only UK
energy consultancy to have results independently
tracked by a top-20 City accountancy firm. And
thanks to the automated technology of the Open
platform that supports Performance traders, our
members have full visibility and reporting power
to see that for themselves.

FIND OUT MORE

AUTOMATION BACKED BY EXPERTISE NEW FLEXIBILITY
info.openener.gy/open-performance-fund • 0203 772 7720 • sales@openenergymarket.com

